
Below is a letter from an Akkadian official, Iskun-Dagan, to a lower official, Lugalra from around
2150 BC. The Guti were a nomadic people living on the edge of Sargon’s Akkadian Empire.

“This is from Iskun-Dagan to Lugalra:

Cultivate the field and watch over the cattle! And, above all, do not tell me: “The Guti are

around, I could not cultivate the field.” Man outposts at one-mile intervals and you yourself go

on and cultivate the field! The men will go about their business. If the Guti attempt an attack

against you, then bring all the cattle into town. Formerly when the Guti men drove away the

cattle I have never said a word; I have always given you silver [for the damages]. But now I

swear by the life of King Sar-kali-sarri that should the Guti men have driven away the cattle, and

you cannot pay out of your own pocket, I shall give you no silver when I come to town. Now,

won’t you keep watch over the cattle!

I have already claimed from you the regular delivery of barley in piles.

This is a warning - take note of it.”

From Oppenheim, A. Leo. Letters from Mesopotamia: Official, Business, and Private Letters on

Clay Tablets from Two Millennia. Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1976.

Group A
Using information from the letter, write a 4-5 sentence summary characterizing the relationship
between sedentary and nomadic peoples in Mesopotamia during the late 3rd millennium BC.
Use at least 3 quotes from the letter.

Group B
Write a 4-5 sentence summary describing how nomadic peoples like the Guti affected Akkadian
economic and agricultural practices. Use at least 3 quotes from the letter.

Group C
Answer the questions below.

When nomadic tribes like the Guti attacked and stole cattle or other goods, who was
responsible? What was done to remedy the situation?

Using information from the letter, what can you tell about the relationship between higher
officials like Iskur-Dagan and lower officials like Lugalra?

Near the end of the letter, Iskur-Dagan says ‘I shall give you no silver when I come to town’.
What does this tell us about the way rulers kept tabs on the settlements they were in charge of?

How did the Guti affect the relationship between Akkadian rulers and their officials?


